Home assignment 1, Simulation

The home assignment should be submitted in Moodle at http://elearning.eit.lth.se/moodle/. Let each task be in one section of the report. At the end of the report, append the code for the programs. Put everything in one pdf file. Also submit the source code for test runs.

The purpose of this home assignment is to practice writing simulation programs using the event scheduling approach and the process interaction method. You will also study verification of simulation programs and the accuracy of the results of the program.

Some general hints
When writing a simulation program using the event scheduling approach it is often of great help to start by answering the following questions:

• What variables are needed to describe the state of the system? Do not use a more complicated state description than needed.
• What events are needed?
• What shall be done when a certain event takes place? Use flow diagrams, pseudo code or write it down in words.

When writing a simulation program using the process interaction method the following questions should be answered before you start coding:

• What process classes are needed?
• What signals are needed?
• What variables are needed in the process classes?
• What shall a process do when it receives a signal?

Usually one has to iterate these questions several times. Remember that minutes spent on these questions can save hours of work later on! When you have answered these questions, the translation to a simulation program is (in principle) straightforward.

Task 1 (Event scheduling)
Assume that we have two queuing systems, let us call them Q1 and Q2. All customers first arrive to Q1. Q1 has 10 queuing places and one server. If a customer arrives to Q1 and all queuing places are occupied, the customer is rejected and never returns. When a customer has been served in Q1, it continues to Q2. Q2 has an infinite number of queuing places and one server. The times between the arrivals to Q1 are constant. The service time in Q1 is exponential with mean 2.1 seconds and the service time in Q2 is constant and equal to 2 seconds.

Write a simulation program and use it to answer the following questions:

1. Find the mean number of customers in Q2 for the following interarrival times to Q1: 1, 2 and 5 seconds.
2. For interarrival times in question 1 you should also find the probability that a customer is rejected at Q1.

Let the times between measurements of the number of customers in Q2 be exponentially distributed with mean 5 seconds and make at least 1000 measurements.

**Task 2 (event scheduling)**

We shall study a model that can be used to investigate the capacity of the control processor in a switch in a network. A request for the establishment of a new virtual connection that arrives to the switch generates a job of type A. If that job has to wait for other jobs it is put in a buffer. Finally the job is executed and the connection is established. When the connection shall be taken down, a new job is generated. The jobs that tear down connections (jobs of type B) have a higher priority than jobs of type A. Thus, when a job has been served, one first looks if there are any jobs of type B in the buffer. If there are the processor starts to serve one of the jobs of type B. If there are no jobs of type B in the buffer, the processor can start to serve jobs of type A if there are any. A job that is being served is never interrupted. The model is illustrated in the figure below:

```
\[ \lambda \rightarrow d \rightarrow X_A, X_B \]
```

We assume that requests for the establishment of a connection arrive to the switch as a Poisson process of rate \( \lambda \), i.e. the times between arrivals are exponentially distributed. Each request generates a job of type A. This job represents the work that must be done at the establishment of a connection and has a constant service time \( x_A \). After that the job is put in a delay of constant length \( d \) that represents the lifetime of the connection. After the delay the job is put in the queue again, now as a job of type B. Finally it gets one more service, which models the teardown of the connection. This second service time is constant with length \( x_B \). After the second service the job leaves the system.

We assume that the buffer has an infinite number of places. The parameters have the following values: \( \lambda = 150 \, s^{-1}, x_A = 0.002 \, s, x_B = 0.004 \, s \) and \( d = 1 \, s \).

You shall write a simulation program for this model and answer the questions below. In all questions, let the time between measurements be 0.1 seconds and collect 1000 samples.

1. Find the mean number of jobs in the buffer for the system above.
2. Let the delay distribution be exponential instead of always having the same value, but let its mean still be 1 s. What is now the mean number of jobs in the buffer?
3. Let the distribution be of constant length = 1 s again. Change the priorities so that jobs of type A have the higher priority. What is now the mean number of jobs in the buffer?
4. Explain the differences! It might help to plot the number of customers as a function of time using matlab.

**Task 3 (event scheduling)**

In this task you shall compare results from simulation programs to analytical results obtained by queuing theory. We shall study two connected queuing systems (a queuing network) as shown below:

![Diagram of a queuing network](image)

Both queues have an infinite number of buffer places, i.e. customers are never rejected. The service times in the queues have an exponential distribution with mean 1. We also assume that the times between arrivals to the first queue are exponentially distributed (the means are given below).

Assume the following:

- **x** = mean time between arrivals
- **T** = the mean time of a customer from the arrival to the first queue to the departure from the second
- **N** = mean number of customers in both the queues

Then one can derive the following formulas:

\[ N = \frac{2}{x - 1} \]

and

\[ T = \frac{2x}{x - 1} \]

Do the following:

1. Modify the simulation program written for the first task in this home assignment so that it simulates this system instead.
2. For the mean arrival times 2, 1.5 and 1.1 simulate the system and measure:
   a. the mean number of customers in the queuing network
   b. the mean time a customer spends in the queuing network
3. Compare the simulation results to the formulas above!

**Task 4 (event scheduling)**

Here you shall study the transient phase of a simulation and use the matlab routine corr described in the lecture to find confidence intervals.

The system you shall simulate works as follows: arrivals come to the system in accordance with a Poisson process of rate \( \lambda \) per second. There are \( n \) servers in the system. The service time of a customer is \( x \) seconds. There is no buffer in the system, which means that if all servers are busy
when a customer arrives the customer is rejected. We also set $T = \text{the time between measurements}$

and $M = \text{number of measurements that should be done}$. Write a simulation program for this system

d and do the following:

1. Let $N = 1000$, $x = 100$, $\lambda = 8$, $T = 1$ and $M = 1000$. Write the number of customers in the

system at each measurement in a file and use matlab to plot the number in the system

versus the measurement. Use the command 'load' to read a file into matlab and then 'plot' to

plot the data. How long is approximately the transient phase?

2. Run the program again but change $x$ to 10 and increase $\lambda$ to 80. How long is the transient

phase now? Observe that the mean number of customers in equilibrium is the same as in 1

above.

3. Now increase $x$ to 200 and reduce $\lambda$ to 4. How long is the transient phase in this case?

Observe that the mean number of customers in equilibrium is the same as in 1 and 2 just

above.

4. Now we shall see how the number of measurements and the distance between them affects

the accuracy of the simulation. In 4, 5 and 6 we set $n = 100$, $x = 10$ and $\lambda = 4$ but we let $T$

and $M$ vary. First let $T = 4$ and $M = 1000$ and find the length of the 95 % confidence

interval.

5. It is tempting to make the times between measurements shorter. Let $T = 1$ and $M = 4000$.

How long will the confidence interval be? Explain the result.

6. Let now $T = 4$ again and let $M = 4000$. How long is the confidence interval? Explain the

result.

Task 5 (process interaction)

You shall study load sharing among a number of service stations. Examples of this can be found in

web servers, communication networks and logistic systems. Each service station has a server and a

buffer. All items that arrive to the system first come to a dispatcher. The dispatcher chooses to which

service station an item shall be sent. See the figure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dispatcher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 5 queueing systems. The service times exponentially distributed with mean 0.5 second in all

the queueing systems. The dispatcher can chose to which queue it shall send a new job to in one of

the following ways:

i. Random, which means that with equal probability one of the queueing systems is chosen.
ii. Round robin, which means that the first customer is sent to queuing system 1, the second to 2... the fifth to 5 and after that the next one is sent to 1 etc.

iii. We send the job to the queuing system with the smallest number of jobs, if there is more than one system with the smallest number of jobs one of them is chosen randomly with equal probability.

The time between the arrivals to the dispatcher have a uniform distribution. The time used by the dispatcher to choose between the queuing systems is very small so we assume that it is 0.

You shall do the following:

1. Write a simulation program for the system above. All three algorithms for load distribution above shall be implemented.
2. Verify your program using little’s theorem for all three algorithms above. Do that for a mean arrival time of 0.12 seconds.
3. Find the mean number of jobs in the queuing systems for all the algorithms and the following mean arrival times to the dispatcher: 0.11, 0.15 and 2.00 seconds. Which is the best algorithm?

Simulate the system for at least 100 000 seconds.

Task 6 (any method)

Consider a pharmacist who is thinking of setting up a pharmacy where he will fill prescriptions. He plans to open at 9.00 every weekday. No new prescriptions are accepted after 17.00. During the opening hours customers come according to a Poisson process with rate 4 per hour. The time it takes to fill a prescription is uniformly distributed between 10 and 20 minutes. The prescriptions are always handled in a FIFO manner. After 17.00 he has to continue working until all prescriptions that have arrived during the day are filled in. Use simulation to answer the following questions:

a) What is the average time when his work will have finished every day?
b) What is the average time from the arrival of a prescription until it has been filled in?

Observe that you have to simulate many working days to be able to answer the questions! Simulate at least 1000 working days.

Task 7 (any method)

Assume that we have a system that consists of five components; each one of them has a uniformly distributed life length in the interval from 1 to 5. We also assume that if component 1 breaks down, also component 2 and 5 breaks down and if component 3 breaks down also component 4 breaks down. There are no other dependencies between the life lengths of the components. The system works as long as at least one component works. Find the mean time until the system breaks down. Simulate at least 1000 “runs” of the system.
The report
Let each task be in one section of the report. At the end of the report, append the code for the programs. Put everything in one pdf file.